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SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS 

The following summarizes the key findings from this front-end study and their implications for the design 
of an interactive visualization exhibit to engage visitors with the Tagging Of Pacific Predators (TOPP) 
dataset. 
 
Visitors’ familiarity with the animals in the TOPP dataset 

• A very large majority of the visitors we interviewed were familiar with the general categories of the 
whale, shark, sea turtle, and seal, but only some visitors had heard of the albatross. At the species 
level, the blue whale and sea lion were familiar to most visitors, as was the blue shark.  However, 
visitors were less familiar with the other shark species, the salmon shark and the mako shark, in the 
TOPP dataset. And, very few visitors had ever heard of a particular albatross species. 

Design Implication ! Visitors may need additional interpretative supports (e.g. in labels and 
graphics) about the less familiar animals to better make sense of the data visualized. 

 
Visitors’ preconceptions about marine animal migration 

• Which animals migrate: Many visitors were aware that the blue whale migrates but were surprised to 
learn that the sea lion and elephant seal also undertake long ocean journeys. 

Design Implication !  The TOPP dataset can provide opportunities to feature both (1) familiar 
animal migration patterns, which may elicit deeper exploration based on visitors’ prior knowledge, 
and (2) new patterns that potentially surprise visitors, challenge their expectations, and provoke 
engagement.    

• Where animals go: Visitors tend to describe animals’ destinations in terms of landmarks (e.g., 
Hawaii, Australia, North and South America, Canada, Alaska, and San Francisco Bay), possibly 
because they lack an understanding of or the vocabulary for ocean areas (e.g., white shark café) that 
are meaningful to marine scientists. 

Design Implication ! The visualization may need to include familiar landmarks to help visitors 
orient themselves to any map used but may also need to highlight meaningful areas in the Pacific 
ocean apart from these familiar landmasses.   

• Times animals migrate: Many visitors talked about migration during the winter or summer seasons. 
Design Implication ! Clearly connecting the time of year to animal movement may capitalize on 
visitors’ preconceived sense of the seasonality of migration and therefore seed further inquiry. 

• Duration of migration:  For most animals, many visitors thought that an animal would take a few 
(one to four) months to make the journey from their starting location to their destination.  This was 
the case even for animals such as the sea turtle, which has a multi-year migration cycle. 

Design Implication ! By featuring longer or shorter migration cycles, the visualization has the 
potential to surprise and engage visitors with data that challenge their preconceptions. 

• Reasons animals migrate:  Visitors connected migration to environmental factors, such as food and 
temperature, and to animal behavior such as reproduction (mating, laying eggs, or giving birth), 
resting, and avoiding predation. 
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Design Implication !Including these variables in the visualization, if possible, may create a richer 
visitor experience wherein visitors can investigate factors that correlate with patterns they detect in 
animal migration.  

Visitors’ Questions 
• Questions answerable with the data:  

− Visitors asked questions that were directly answerable with the data.  These include questions 
about location and time: where animals go, how far they go, and when are they there. 

Design Implication ! The visualization may make these data variables readily apparent to 
support visitor inquiry.   

− Visitors had questions that could be answered with complex inferences, including why animals 
migrate, or why they go to specific locations.  

Design Implication ! Helping visitors answer these questions entails providing appropriate 
scaffolds for making correlations and otherwise seeing connections between different data 
variables to see system patterns.  

− Visitors had questions about the similarities and differences between species and/or individuals. 

Design Implication ! Including multiple species and individuals may be a promising strategy for 
encouraging visitors to ask productive comparison questions. 

• Questions NOT answerable with data: Visitors asked questions about the animals’ diets and 
reproductive habits, as well as questions about their migration behavior.   

Design Implication ! Although these questions are not answerable with the data and therefore do not 
necessarily advance visitor inquiry, they suggest the type of contextual information (possibly included 
in labels or other interpretative supports) that may help visitors make sense of the data visualized.     

• Scientific research questions: Visitors’ questions included questions currently being investigated by 
scientists.  

Design Implication ! Making a connection between such visitor questions and current research may 
help visitors see meaning in their own data explorations, increase their awareness of active scientific 
research in ocean science, and convey the authenticity of the field data that is TOPP. 
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PURPOSE 

Living Liquid is an NSF-funded project that aims to develop three interactive data visualizations, each of 
which allows visitors to explore a large scientific dataset about the world’s oceans on a large multi-touch 
table with a Tangible User Interface (TUI).  The first visualizes a dataset from Stanford University’s 
Tagging of Pacific Predators (TOPP) project. It consists of time and location data collected from over 
4000 electronic tags on 23 different species of animals that migrate large distances in the Pacific ocean.  
Scientists have used these data to understand animal migration patterns, identify hot spots where different 
animals aggregate, and gauge how these patterns change with the changing environment. The interactive 
TOPP visualization exhibit will make this dataset available to museum visitors.   
 
To inform the design of this visualization, we conducted a front-end evaluation to determine: 
• visitors’ familiarity with the types of animals in the dataset, 
• visitors’ preconceptions about the migration of marine animals, including 

o how long migration takes 
o where animals go during migration 
o why animals migrate; and  

• visitors’ questions about the information in the dataset.   
 
This front-end study serves to (1) inform the selection of featured animals, data variables, and patterns 
that may be of interest to visitors and that may spark inquiry, and (2) identify supports or additional 
information visitors may need in order to make sense of the visualization.  

METHOD 

For this front-end study, we interviewed visitors near the Exploratorium’s biology corral, an area by the 
larger marine life cluster focused on marine microorganisms, that currently houses a piece of whale 
vertebra and baleen. The Living Liquid visualization will be an exhibit in this marine life area.  Therefore, 
recruiting in this area would select for visitors who, we believe, will be representative of those visitors 
who would use the final instantiation of the exhibit.  In addition, we felt that this setting would help to 
contextualize the discussion around marine animals.   
 
An evaluator approached every third visitor, who appeared to be eight years old or older, as s/he passed 
the biology corral, and asked for an interview. If the visitor selected was a minor, we also asked the 
accompanying adult for permission to talk with the child and confirmed that the minor was at least 8 years 
old, in keeping with the target audience of the project. The interview questions are in Appendix A. 

DATA COLLECTED 

We talked with 58 individuals (N = 58) on weekdays and weekends in June, 2014.  The specific dates are:  
June 5, June 10, June 12, June 14, June 19, June 21, June 22, June 25, and June 29.  The study 
participants’ demographic information is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Demographic information of the visitors interviewed 

Gender 
Count  

out of 58  Age Group 
Count  

out of 58 
Female  31 (53%)  Child  14 (24%) 

Male  27 (47%)  Teen  7 (12%) 

   18-20s  21 (36%) 
   30s-50s 14 (24%) 
   60+ 2 (3%) 

 

RESULTS 

Visitors’ familiarity with the types of animals in the dataset 
Which species were visitors familiar with?  
In the interview, we showed visitors a set of index cards with the names of categories of animals that were 
available in the TOPP dataset, and asked them to indicate whether they were familiar with each category. 
Next, we repeated the process, but asked about specific species of animals. The number of visitors 
familiar with the animal categories and species are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. 
 

 
Figure 1. Tally of visitors familiar with an animal category 
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Figure 2. Tally of visitors familiar with an animal species 

 
At the category level, all the visitors we interviewed were familiar with whales, sharks, and sea turtles, 
almost all had heard of seals, but only some were familiar with albatrosses. At the species level, blue 
whales and sea lions were familiar to most visitors, as was the blue shark.  But, fewer had heard of the 
other two shark species. Again, the albatross species were the least familiar.  
 
The visualization design may group animal species according to a higher level category or by individual 
species.  Ultimately, this decision will depend on whether an intelligible pattern can be discerned per 
species versus per category and whether that pattern accurately characterizes the behavior of the species 
versus category.  Should the visualization group animals according to the higher level category, the front-
end results indicate that almost all visitors are familiar with these category descriptions (with the 
exception of albatross).  However, if the visualization groups animals according to species, visitors may 
need additional background information about the less familiar names and animals to understand the data 
visualized.   
 
What did visitors know about each species’ migration habits? 
After asking visitors about their familiarity with each species, we further asked, for each familiar species, 
whether visitors knew that the animal migrated, and whether they were surprised that it did. Visitors’ 
responses are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Tally of visitors’ familiarity with an animal’s migration habits 

 
The two species that the most visitors were surprised to learn migrates were the sea lion (15/58, 26%) and 
elephant seal (11/58, 19%). This suggests that the two pinniped species may be particularly good choices 
to include in the visualization if we are interested in surprising visitors with unexpected behavior of 
familiar animals.  
 
Alternatively, most visitors (48/58, 83%) knew the blue whale migrates. As a familiar animal with 
familiar migration behavior, the blue whale may, therefore, be a good candidate, to include in the 
visualization to instigate questions based on visitors’ prior knowledge.   
 
Visitors’ preconceptions about marine animal migration 
We asked visitors to identify a familiar animal that they were most interested in talking about, and then 
asked visitors to talk about their ideas of that animal’s migration behavior. Gauging visitors’ prior 
knowledge serves to identify opportunities to build on their current understanding.  
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Where did visitors think animals go during migration?  
We asked visitors to look at a map of the Pacific and guess where they thought their chosen animal 
migrated to and from. Their answers are summarized in Figure 4.  
 

 
Figure 4. Tally of where visitors think migrating animals go 

 
Some visitors mentioned Hawaii or Australia as locations that migrating animals might visit. These places 
in particular may have been mentioned because some visitors linked migration to temperature, and 
Hawaii and Australia were seen as warm locations. Similarly, Canada and Alaska were sometimes 
mentioned in the context of cold places that animals might go only at warmer times of year. Visitors’ 
perceptions of environmental factors, such as temperature, are discussed in more detail below.   
 
These findings also suggest that visitors think about animals’ destinations in terms of landmarks. We 
suspect that some visitors may be surprised or confused to see that some animals’ migration takes them 
out into the open Pacific Ocean (rather than to and from land masses). If this is the case, the exhibit may 
need to help visitors identify important geographic locations in the Pacific (such as the white shark café) 
to help visitors make sense of animals’ paths. 
 
To take a closer look, we mapped the locations visitors mentioned according to animal type (Figure 5) 
and found that certain locations were more strongly associated with certain animals.  For example, San 
Francisco was tied to sea lions,  while Mexico was mentioned for sea turtles and blue whales.  This 
suggests that visitors expect to find particular animals in particular areas. 
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Figure 5. Map of where visitors think migrating animals go.  Each dot represents the general area 
mentioned by an interviewee. 

 
As part of the analysis, we coded visitors’ descriptions of the animals’ migration route according to 
direction, East-West (e.g. from California to Hawaii) or North-South (e.g. from Alaska to Mexico).   We 
had expected that “south for the winter” (e.g. from Alaska to Mexico) would be more common but found 
approximately the same number of visitors describing an East-West (27/58, 47%) versus North-South 
(25/58,43%) migration pattern.  We further looked at visitors’ descriptions of the route taken according to 
animal type and similarly found no dominant direction, regardless of animal (Figure 6). 
 
These findings suggest that direction of travel may not be especially salient for visitors, compared to other 
factors that they believe shape animals’ migration, such as a specific destination, or an environmental 
factor like food or temperature (discussed below).  
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Figure 6. Direction visitors think migrating animals travel, by type 

 
When did visitors think animals migrate? 
As visitors talked about the familiar species they chose, we also asked them to describe the animals’ 
journey, including when they thought their animals might make the trip. Many visitors talked about 
winter or summer as the seasons when animals would migrate; a few thought migration might happen in 
spring or fall; and a few visitors didn’t name a month or season, but only referred to times when it was a 
certain temperature. See Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Tally of times when visitors think animals migrate 
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We also looked at visitors’ ideas about when animals might migrate, by type of animal. We found the 
pattern to be similar to the overall pattern. That is, regardless of the type of animal being discussed, 
winter and summer were more commonly mentioned, while fall and spring were less common. See 
Figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 8. Visitors’ preconceptions of migration time by animal 

 
These findings suggest that the visualization might highlight the connection between time of year and 
migration and capitalize on visitors’ sense of the seasons of migration to spur inquiry and exploration. 
 
How long did visitors think migration takes? 
When we asked visitors to describe their chosen animals’ journey, we also asked them how long they 
thought animals might take to make the trip. Many visitors thought that migration might take a few 
months to complete (Figure 9), although the actual time varies greatly, from months to years, depending 
on the species.  The variety of different animals’ migration behavior could be a source of richness and 
surprise for visitor exploration. 
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Figure 9. Visitors’ preconceptions of migration duration 

 
While talking about the length of time of migrating animals’ journeys, a few visitors also talked about 
whether they thought the animals traveled fast (7/58, 12%) or slowly (5/58, 9%). For example, one visitor 
remarked, “sharks swim fast.  I think they can go anywhere within a month.” Another visitor said, 
“Because they swim slow, it will take a month or two to get there.” Visitors appeared quite varied in their 
perceptions of what speed was “fast” or “slow” for the animal they described.  Although there were few 
such remarks, these comments, nonetheless, hint at visitors’ interest with speed as a variable in animal 
migration. 
 
Why did visitors think animals migrate? 
As visitors talked about their chosen species’ journey, we asked them to describe what the animals did 
along the way, what the animals did at their destination, and what made the destination special. Table 2 
lists the different reasons visitors gave for migration, gives examples for each, and tallies the number of 
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Table 2. Reasons animals migrate 

Reason 
Count 

out of 58 Example Visitor Descriptions 

Reproduction – The visitor talks 
about breeding, mating, nesting, 
babies, etc. 

45 (78%) Whales breed in Hawaii. 
I think they go to South America during the winter 

and lay eggs. 
They give birth, find partner again, and go back 

home. 

Food – The visitor mentions 
animals moving in response to 
food supplies 

45 (78%) They follow the fish, so they don't have to eat 
scrappy fish (in SF). 

Most of them follow their food sources. 
They go to Mexico because of the food available. 

Temperature – The visitor talks 
about warmer or cooler weather, or 
water temperature 

42 (72%) In winter to Hawaii, because it's warm. 
They like low temperature and cool water.  They go 

to Alaska because of cool water during the 
summer.  They go to Hawaii during the winter 
in Hawaii. 

In Mexico the climate is right; there are warmer 
waters suitable for what they need to do. 

Rest – The visitor describes 
animals needing a place to rest 

22 (38%) They are tanning, lying, and rest before travelling. 
They eat and store energy for traveling.  

Similar to another animal – The 
visitor compares this animal to 
another animal that migrates 

14 (24%) Albatross, I never knew seabirds migrate. I know 
some birds do. 

I knew that turtles migrated generally even if not this 
particular species. 

Personal Observation – The 
visitor talks about own experience 
with animal 

12 (21%) It seems they stay here all the time.  I see them 
every time I am in San Francisco during the 
summer. 

I know about sharks and seals migrating in general 
because of our trip to Piernas Blancas.  

Safety – The visitor mentions 
animals’ need to be safe 

10 (17%) In the north, they find a safe kelp bed. 
Islands where there are fewer carnivores to eat their 

eggs. 

Disposition – The visitor talks 
about the nature of animals to 
migrate (or not migrate)  

10 (17%) All animals migrate; that's their nature. 
Thought they couldn't really move around much; they 

look so fat! 

Other – The description does not 
fall into any of the other categories 

9 (16%) Because of all of the human damage done to coastal 
areas in the Western U.S. 

The sharks are not surprising because there are so 
many species so they have to move around a lot 
[to stay away from each other]. 
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Many visitors connected migration to environmental factors like food or temperature; they also thought 
about behavioral elements like reproduction (mating, laying eggs, or giving birth), resting, and avoiding 
predation. Some visitors also talked about personal observations of the animals, which informed their 
reasoning about the animals’ migration habits. These findings point to possible explanations visitors may 
have to interpret the patterns they see in the TOPP data.   In turn, the visualization may help visitors 
explore their initial explanations by providing data that speaks to these hypotheses (e.g., providing 
visitors information about sea surface temperature to allow visitors to investigate the preconception that 
animals’ migration is motivated by a desire for warmer or cooler water). On the other hand, some aspects 
of migration, such as reproduction, are not available in the TOPP dataset. In these cases, the exhibit may 
need to provide this information in the surrounding context (e.g., static labels) at the exhibit.  
 
Visitors’ Questions 
After visitors discussed their ideas about their chosen species’ migration, we asked them what questions 
they would ask a scientist working on this study, tracking animals in the Pacific. We then showed visitors 
some examples of data visualization. Visitors saw maps with the tracks of a single seal and shark, and 
maps with the aggregated tracks of multiple seals and sharks. In cases where visitors were familiar with 
all three shark species in the dataset, we also showed a map with multiple shark species. As visitors 
looked at these maps, we asked what questions they had about what they saw. Images of the data 
visualization examples are in Appendix A. 
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One of the main goals of the interactive visualization is to support visitor inquiry, wherein visitors 
can answer their own questions with the TOPP dataset.  Therefore, we coded the questions elicited 
from visitors according to two broad categories: 1) questions answerable with the TOPP dataset or 
2) those not answerable with the TOPP data.  We further subdivided answerable questions into a) 
those that are readily answerable though data lookup, b) comparisons, or c) those that involve 
sophisticated correlation among different data variables.  Coding was informed by our science 
partner, Randy Kochevar, who has deep knowledge of the nature, validity, and extent of the 
dataset.  The results are shown in Table 3 and Table 3. Answerable questions 

Question Type 
Count 

out of 58 Examples of Visitors’ Questions 
Readily Answerable    

Where they go– Questions about the 
locations where animals go 

29 (50%)  
 

Where do the animals go to and from? 
Do they go up to the Bering Sea or what? 

How far they go – Questions about distance 
traveled 

6 (10%) How far do they (sharks) travel? 
How far will they go? 

Number of Animals – Questions about how 
many individuals are represented in the data 

4 (7%) How many seals, or what sample size is this? 
 

How long it takes – Questions about how 
long animals take to move from place to 
place 

10 (17%) I wonder how long it takes to do that (trip). 
How long will take them to travel from one 

destination to another? 
 

When – Questions about the seasonality of 
migration 

6 (10%) Where are they in the world during each 
season? 

 
Answerable with sophisticated inferences 

Why move, or why there – Questions 
about why the organisms move from place 
to place, or why they go to a particular place 

20 (34%)  
 

There should be less prey deeper out in the 
ocean, so why are they going so far out? 

Why they all travel to one place? 
What are the specific reasons why these 

animals migrate? 

Environmental Factors – Questions about 
how the environment, especially 
temperature, affects migration  

12 (21%)  
 

Does the water temperature fluctuate as they go 
from place to place? 

Is climate change affecting their migration 
patterns? 

What is humans’ impact on the migrations? 

Comparisons   
Comparing Species – Questions about the 
relationships or interactions between species 

11 (19%)  
 

There are different habits of the two species. 
One's in the south and one in the north, 
why? Why don't they mix? 

How about comparing it (sea-lion) with other 
animals? 

Do birds migrate in similar fashion to the 
whales/ sharks/ seals? 
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Question Type 
Count 

out of 58 Examples of Visitors’ Questions 
Comparing Individuals – Questions about 
the relationships or interactions between 
individuals 

8 (14%) How close do multiple animals stay as they 
travel within a group? 

 

 
Looking through visitors’ questions, we note that readily answerable questions include questions about 
the locations where animals go and how far or fast they travel.  Supporting visitor inquiry for these 
questions would involve making these answers readily apparent in the interactive visualization.  
 
In addition, we noticed that some visitors asked questions that made comparisons among species or 
individuals. Support this line of questioning would involve visualizing multiple animals and providing 
means to perceptually highlight differences and similarities.   
 
Questions that involve more sophisticated inferences include those asking why animals migrate, why they 
go to specific locations, and what affects the migration patterns. Although these questions can be 
addressed, their answers are complex, varied, and sometimes still questions actively pursued by scientists. 
For example, some animals migrate to follow a food source; although there is no data about their 
particular prey (e.g., squid or small fish), scientists in certain instances use data about phytoplankton 
distribution as a proxy to estimate the availability of food. As another example, the “White Shark Café” is 
an area where sharks congregate at certain times of the year.  Based on current knowledge about sharks’ 
reproduction cycle, scientists hypothesize that sharks go to this particular area to find mates, but making 
this connection requires detailed knowledge about the specific species with migration data. To answer 
these types of questions, the visualization would likely need to provide a set of supports (e.g. background 
information, drawing out correlations, filtering on the right dataset) in order to help visitors pursue these 
types of questions on their own.  

 

Table 4. 
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Table 3. Answerable questions 

Question Type 
Count 

out of 58 Examples of Visitors’ Questions 
Readily Answerable    

Where they go– Questions about the 
locations where animals go 

29 (50%)  
 

Where do the animals go to and from? 
Do they go up to the Bering Sea or what? 

How far they go – Questions about distance 
traveled 

6 (10%) How far do they (sharks) travel? 
How far will they go? 

Number of Animals – Questions about how 
many individuals are represented in the data 

4 (7%) How many seals, or what sample size is this? 
 

How long it takes – Questions about how 
long animals take to move from place to 
place 

10 (17%) I wonder how long it takes to do that (trip). 
How long will take them to travel from one 

destination to another? 
 

When – Questions about the seasonality of 
migration 

6 (10%) Where are they in the world during each 
season? 

 
Answerable with sophisticated inferences 

Why move, or why there – Questions 
about why the organisms move from place 
to place, or why they go to a particular place 

20 (34%)  
 

There should be less prey deeper out in the 
ocean, so why are they going so far out? 

Why they all travel to one place? 
What are the specific reasons why these 

animals migrate? 

Environmental Factors – Questions about 
how the environment, especially 
temperature, affects migration  

12 (21%)  
 

Does the water temperature fluctuate as they go 
from place to place? 

Is climate change affecting their migration 
patterns? 

What is humans’ impact on the migrations? 

Comparisons   
Comparing Species – Questions about the 
relationships or interactions between species 

11 (19%)  
 

There are different habits of the two species. 
One's in the south and one in the north, 
why? Why don't they mix? 

How about comparing it (sea-lion) with other 
animals? 

Do birds migrate in similar fashion to the 
whales/ sharks/ seals? 

Comparing Individuals – Questions about 
the relationships or interactions between 
individuals 

8 (14%) How close do multiple animals stay as they 
travel within a group? 

 

 
Looking through visitors’ questions, we note that readily answerable questions include questions about 
the locations where animals go and how far or fast they travel.  Supporting visitor inquiry for these 
questions would involve making these answers readily apparent in the interactive visualization.  
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In addition, we noticed that some visitors asked questions that made comparisons among species or 
individuals. Support this line of questioning would involve visualizing multiple animals and providing 
means to perceptually highlight differences and similarities.   
 
Questions that involve more sophisticated inferences include those asking why animals migrate, why they 
go to specific locations, and what affects the migration patterns. Although these questions can be 
addressed, their answers are complex, varied, and sometimes still questions actively pursued by scientists. 
For example, some animals migrate to follow a food source; although there is no data about their 
particular prey (e.g., squid or small fish), scientists in certain instances use data about phytoplankton 
distribution as a proxy to estimate the availability of food. As another example, the “White Shark Café” is 
an area where sharks congregate at certain times of the year.  Based on current knowledge about sharks’ 
reproduction cycle, scientists hypothesize that sharks go to this particular area to find mates, but making 
this connection requires detailed knowledge about the specific species with migration data. To answer 
these types of questions, the visualization would likely need to provide a set of supports (e.g. background 
information, drawing out correlations, filtering on the right dataset) in order to help visitors pursue these 
types of questions on their own.  
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Table 4. Unanswerable Questions 

Question Type 
Count 

out of 58 Examples of Visitors’ Questions 

General Facts    

Food– Questions about the what 
the animals eat 

6 (10%)  
 

What do they eat? 
What kinds of food do [laysan albatross] eat? 
 

Reproduction – Questions about 
babies, nesting, breeding, etc. 

3 (5%)  
 

How often do they reproduce? 
 

Other – Other questions about 
general facts 

7 (12%) Do sharks see how we see? 
How big do they get? 
What are their lifespans? 

Migration Facts   

Why there – Questions about why 
a single animal went to a specific 
area 

11 (19%) Why does the single seal go out to the middle of 
the ocean? What's there? 

Why does the shark go here [points to midpoint 
b/w SF and Hawaii] and then turn back? 

How animals migrate – Questions 
about migration behavior 

7 (12%)  
 

Is there a map in their head? How do they know 
where to go? 

How do they know when to go back? 

Challenges and Dangers – 
Questions about the types of 
struggles migrating animals face 

5 (9%) What are the greatest risks for sea-lions to travel? 
What kinds of danger do they face? 
 

Reproduction – Questions about 
migration and reproduction 

3 (5%)  
 

After breeding, if adults will stay or just leave eggs 
in Hawaii? 

 

Food – Questions about migration 
and food  

1 (2%) How could they have enough food to travel that 
far? 

Data Questions  – Questions about 
where the data came from or how it 
was collected 

8 (14%) How do you get this information, is it devices on 
them? 

How did they track them?  
How do they count the whales in general 

Other – Other unanswerable 
questions 

6 (10%) 
 

What advantages does studying these animals have 
for medicine? 

Are any of these species close to extinction? 

 
Visitors’ unanswerable questions included questions about background information on the featured 
animals, as well as questions about animals’ migration experiences. Many of these questions are looking 
for factual answers.  Although these questions do not necessarily feed into an inquiry cycle, they indicate 
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the type of contextual information visitors need to make sense of the data, which we may supply with 
accompanying text and label. 
 
Both visitors’ answerable and unanswerable questions included some questions that our science advisor 
indicated are currently being investigated by scientists. In particular, now that scientists know where 
animals go, they are in the process of explaining why animals go to those places. Visitors may find it 
meaningful and relevant to learn that their own questions are current topics of study. Furthermore, 
indicating that these questions are important to researchers may help visitors feel more aware of the 
dataset as “real,” or feel more connected to scientific practice.   
 
Finally, visitors also asked specific questions about the nature of the data. We hypothesize that if the 
visualization makes visitors aware of the nature of the dataset, it may help them ask and answer their own 
questions. 

NEXT STEPS 

This front-end study investigated visitors’ familiarity, preconceptions, and questions about migratory 
marine animals.  Its findings serve to inform the design of an interactive visualization exhibit for the 
Living Liquid project that supports and engages visitors in exploring the TOPP dataset.  More specifically, 
this study’s results suggest: 
• Including familiar species (such as blue whales and sea lions) or categories (such as sharks). 
• Identifying important marine areas (such as the “white shark café”). 
• Highlighting unexpected data (such as the multi-year migrations of sea turtles). 
• Selecting data that has the potential to answer visitors’ common questions (such as where animals go, 

how fast they travel, and how the environment affects migration) and seed further inquiry. 
• Providing additional context from outside the dataset (such as background information on animals’ 

diets and reproductive habits).   
• Supplying connections to current research and giving background on the nature of the dataset.   
 
Further formative evaluation with the interactive visualization exhibit we develop will better identify 
effective components of a compelling and meaningful visualization tool by which visitors can explore the 
TOPP dataset. 
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APPENDIX A 

 INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 
The exhibit we are thinking of building would allow visitors to look at data from a scientific study that 
tracks animals as they migrate, or move around, in the Pacific Ocean.    
 
These are some of the animals that scientists track as part of the study: 
 
1. Which animals have you heard of before [Show names of animals]? 

   Albatross  sea turtle  seal  shark  whale 
 
[Show pictures of animals] 

Animal a. Are you familiar with 
this type of animal? 

b. Did you know before today that this 
animal migrates, moves from one area 
of the Pacific Ocean to another?   

Blue shark 
 

Y / N Y / N 

Mako shark 
 

Y / N Y / N 

Salmon shark 
 

Y / N Y / N 

N. elephant seal 
 

Y / N Y / N 

CA sea lion 
 

Y / N Y / N 

Black-footed albatross 
 

Y / N Y / N 

Laysan albatross 
 

Y / N Y / N 

Blue whale 
 

Y / N Y / N 

Leatherback sea turtle 
 

Y / N Y / N 

 
Animal c. Is it 

surprising to 
you that this 
animal 
migrates?   

d. Can you tell me a little bit about why it’s surprising 
to you to find out that the <name> migrates? 
 

Blue shark Y / N  
 

Mako shark Y / N  
 

Salmon shark Y / N  
 

N. elephant seal Y / N  
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CA sea lion Y / N  
 

Black-footed 
albatross 

Y / N  
 

Laysan albatross Y / N  
 

Blue whale Y / N  
 

Leatherback sea 
turtle 

Y / N  
 

 
Will you pick one animal from these <pt to familiar animal pile> that you are the most interested in. 
2. Animal chosen:_____________________ 

a. Can you make a guess, where do they migrate to?  [hold up map] <destination A> 
 

b. [if they don’t indicate an origin] Where do they migrate from? <destination B> 
 

c. When do they go to <destination A>? 
 

d. When do they go to <destination B>? 
 
 

3. Can you say a little about what you imagine that trip is like? How would you describe their journey?  
Probes: 

a. What do you imagine they do in this area <destination A>? What do you think is happening 
at <destination A>?  What, if anything, makes <destination A> special? 

 
b. How long do you think it takes them to go from <destination A> to <destination B>? 

 
c. What do you imagine they do in this area <destination B>?   What do you think is happening 

at <destination B>? What, if anything, makes <destination B> special? 
 
4. Do you have any questions that you would like to ask a scientist who is working on this study 

tracking how animals move in the Pacific Ocean? 
 
Now, we’ve talked about the <animal>.  If it’s okay to spend a little more time, I’d like to show you some 
of the data.   
 
5.  [Lay out 4 viz: (1) multi and (2) single elephant seal and (3) multi and (4) single shark]  

[Note which one(s) they talk about] one shark / multi sharks / one seal / multi seals/ (shark species)]   
[Pull up shark species only if it comes up in conversation or if visitors are familiar with all 3 species of 
shark] 
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Is there anything surprising about what you see? Or do you have any questions about what you see? 

 
6. Those are all the questions I have for you.  Do you have anything you’d like to share with me about 

what you hope this exhibit will show or allow you to do? 


